Module 4 - Activity 13:
Very Useful Boxes
Overview
In this lesson, students debug code to move a crate.

Computing PoS Reference
Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling
or simulating physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller
parts.
Use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and various
forms of input and output.

Learning Objective
Learn how to work methodically to resolve a problem; through decomposition, testing
and debugging.

Success Criteria

All: I can methodically debug and test the code to solve the problem.
Most: I can methodically debug errors in code using estimation and testing to solve the
problem.
Some: I can methodically debug errors in more complex code using estimation and testing
to solve the problem.

Key Words
event, control, wait, looks
(set size to & release box),
debug, decompose,
sequence, solve.

Computer Science
Concepts
Algorithm design.
Debugging.
Decomposition.

Cross Curricular
Concepts
Mathematics: method,
estimation,
measurement of time,
coordinates.

Introduction
Play the adventure The Robot Army Attack. Share the learning objective and the success
criteria. Explain that the students will be debugging the code to solve the problems.
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Activity 13: Very Useful Boxes
EXPLORE: Begin the first debugging challenge.
Remind students that it is important to use the process of decomposition to solve a problem.
Looking at the first temple room, ask students which elements of the room they will need to
consider when programming i.e. conveyor belt direction.
OFFLINE ACTIVITY: work in pairs to solve the problem sheet ‘Temple Room Box Challenge’.
CHALLENGE: Work through each of the debugging challenges in pairs.
EVALUATE: Q: Discuss what skills and techniques were used to successfully complete the
activities? Testing (iterative testing – testing that is repeated multiple times, until successful).
Q: Are mistakes important? Did we to need mistakes to succeed?

SEN Support
Use the printable boxes
and scenario sheets to
help them to work out
the points that the box
needs to change size
(note these down).
Work in mixed ability
pairs or with an adult.
Use the replacement
grids and conveyor
belts to complete the
worksheet.

Resources
Worksheet: Temple
Room Box Challenge.
Scenarios and Boxes
sheets
Extension: create your
own challenge sheet.

Extension Activity
OFFLINE ACTIVITY: Use the
create your own challenge
sheet to create their own
temple room with
conveyor belts and write
the code to complete the
challenge.

Possible Key Questions For Assessment
What did you learn about coding today?
Can you explain what the problem was that we had to solve?
How did we solve the problem?
Why did we need the wait block?
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Activity 13: Worksheet - Temple Room
Box Challenge
Problem
Can you alter the conveyer belts in the chamber (using the replacement cut-out grids and
conveyor belts below) to get the box from the top of chamber to the grey robot at the
bottom?
Each conveyor belt shows the direction that it will move the box if the box lands on it.
If there is a 1 block wide gap, the box will fall through it.
Conveyor belts cannot touch one another.
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Activity 13: Scenarios and Boxes
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Activity 13: Scenarios and Boxes
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Activity 13: Scenarios and Boxes
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Activity 13: Create Your Own Challenge
Include:
The starting position for your box
The target for your box
The conveyor belts including their direction
Can you write the code to complete the challenge, or challenge a friend!
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